
Student Development:

GROWTH
mindset



Why GROWTH Mindset?

• The school recognises the importance of developing student’s innate motivation 
so that they enjoy learning and continue to learn beyond the formal curriculum.

• Growth Mindset focuses on the importance of embracing challenges, persisting 
in the face of obstacles and learning from mistakes. 

• By changing the way students think, we can change the way they learn. 

• In addition, Growth Mindset supports the school’s new mission of developing and 
inspiring Caring, Adaptable and Confident Riverlites.



What is GROWTH Mindset?

• The belief that with practise, perseverance and effort, 
people have limitless potential to learn and grow

• Assumes that intelligence and other qualities, abilities 
and talents can be developed with effort, learning and 
dedication over time. 

GROWTH 
MINDSET



Fixed Mindset vs GROWTH Mindset

Do not worry! Both fixed and growth mindset exist in ALL of us…

Fixed Mindset GROWTH Mindset

It is important for us to 
understand that we can CHANGE

and move ourselves towards a 

GROWTH Mindset!



Promoting 

GROWTH Mindset 
at home… 



Promoting GROWTH Mindset at home

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrdKuDGQEoQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZrdKuDGQEoQ


Promoting GROWTH Mindset at home

Tell Your Child How Their Brain Works
• When a child learns that their brain will continue to

learn and grow, they’re more likely to let that
happen, rather than accepting that they can only
learn or know so much.

Be A Growth Mindset Role Model
• To help your child develop a growth mindset, you

should model one, yourself.



Promoting GROWTH Mindset at home

Praise Your Child’s Effort
• Focus on the process. For example, if they didn’t do

well on a test, praise them for all the studying they
did. If a child is building a Lego set and it crashes,
praise them on how hard they worked and how
they have the opportunity to try again to improve it
during the rebuilding process.

• If children learn that only the outcome matters and
not the effort behind it, they’ll never think they can
do more or try harder to change that outcome.



Promoting GROWTH Mindset at home
Instead of : Say this:

You are really good in Mathematics! I like how you put so much effort into 
figuring out how to solve this Mathematics 
problem.

You keep making mistakes in your Science. You tried hard and learnt from your 
mistakes. You will get better with practise.

You need to learn to do this by yourself. I like how you kept trying new ways to get 
there.

You will never get it right. It might take a little while, but if you put in 
the time and effort I bet you can get it right.

Adapted from: https://www.parentchildpractice.com/blog/2021/4/20/helping-your-child-to-have-a-growth-mindset-instead-of-a-fixed-mindset



First mantra of GROWTH MINDSET

Everyone Can Learn!
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